For a close friendship with the Finnish people
SIBERIAN MILITARY DISTRICT, December 1. (By phone from our correspondent.).
For the all day today soldiers and commanders of Commissar Dedyaev unit
eagerly awaited reports about the actions of units in the Leningrad military
district, which were performing a historic liberation mission. Many of them ran
several times to the dispatcher to find out whether fresh newspapers had arrived.
Everywhere there were excited gatherings.
- Well, what do you think, will I have time to take part in the battles for the
liberation of the Finnish people, if I now send an enlistment to some fighting unit
of the Leningrad Military District?" - Asked the Red Army man Sagadayev one of
the soldiers standing next to him.
- Hardly. The Red Army will wipe out the gangs of bandits before you will be
there. If you get there, there is but some leftovers for you.
In the midst of the interview, the radio brought a message about the
establishment of the People's Government in Finland, which shall organize a
Finnish corps as requested by the government of the Soviet Union to help in
clearing the territory of Finland out of the bloody torturers of the working people
- Cajanders, Erkko and all other imperialist scum.
No words can convey, what a joy and admiration swept over the soldiers and
commanders.
- Hooray! Long live the close and indestructible friendship of the Finnish people
with the great 183 million Soviet people!
- We will help the workers of Finland to free themselves from the oppressors!
- Death to provocateurs of war!
Red Army hostel was for several minutes shaken with stormy applause and
shouts.
- The Finnish clowns got what they wanted, said the unit commander Novozhilov.
- The laurels of Becks and Mościckis won't give them peace. Pick you up them

now, gentlemen premieres, ministers, prostituted capitalist scoundrels! The
Workers' and Peasants' Red Army, together with the People's Army of the Finnish
Democratic Republic, will show you, where the crabs hibernate! We have no
doubt that the Soviet government will extend a helping hand to the working
people of Finland.
Senior politruk L. VOLFOVSKY.
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